Geometric visual illusions in microgravity during parabolic flight.
This investigation explores whether the absence of gravitational information in a microgravity environment affects the perception of several classical visual illusions based on the arrangement of horizontal and vertical lines. Because the perception of horizontal and vertical orientation changes in microgravity, our prediction was that the strength of visual illusions based on the arrangement of horizontal and vertical lines would be altered when study participants were free-floating during parabolic flight. The frequency of appearance of reversed-T, Müller-Lyer, Ponzo, and Hering illusions substantially decreased when observers were free-floating, whereas the Zöllner and the Poggendorff illusions were not affected. Because the former illusions rely more heavily on perspective cues for generating inaccurate judgments of depth and size, these results suggest an alteration in the role of linear perspective for three-dimensional vision in microgravity. They also confirm that the visual system normally relies on otolith and somatosensory information for providing accurate judgments about the size and distance of objects when presented with planar presentations of geometric figures.